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Abstract
This study focuses on three-dimensionai (3D) presentations of medical images such as magnetic resonance (MR) images and computed
tomography (CT) images. Also multimodal presentations of medicai images and signals. including different visualization techniques ure
considered. A C++ class library together with graphrcal user interfaces was developed for presenting the results. The implemented sottware
operates in PCAVindowsoi'environment. It was tested with various medical images including raw MR and CT data and segmented images.
and was applied in a hospital environment. The softwre operates relatively fast and the quality of resulting pictures is adequate for all tested
medical applications. Further applications of 3D presentations in clinical medicine re considered. O 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd- A1l rights
resened
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1.

Introduction

Modem medical imaging methods, such as magnetic
resonance (MR) imaging and computer tomography (CT)
are capable of producing accurate three-dimensional (3D)
information of the anatomy of the patient. Even if the image
data is obtained in 3D it is usually displayed conventionally
by observing the data slice by slice. However, complicated
anatomical structures are better visualized in 3D mode.
Any voxel based object can be visualized in 3D by applying ray tracing theories [,2] and, therefore, medical images
consisting

of voxels of different intensities can easily

be

displayed. The most used methods for this purpose are forward mapping [1], ray casting [3] and marching cubes [4].
Usually medical images must be preprocessed before visualization in order to separate various tissues and structues.
Such procedure is understood as segmentation [5,6].

3D visualization can be applied in numerous medical
applications to clarify patient anatomy or even to plan surgical operations [7]. Such presentations will probably never
fully replace the conventional displaying methodology, but
will aid in better understanding the structures. For example,
some anatomical structures that cannot be seen in their
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normal state (e.g. fluid filled spaces) can be easily visualized. One way to combine conventional and new displaying
methods would be the integration of 3D surface and section
images by cutting the surface. Such a technique is capable of

producing section images including information

of

the

sunounding anatomy.
One important application of 3D visuaiization is to combine different information modalities. For example, electroencephalogram (EEG) and MR images can be combined to
present potentiai field

disribution on a 3D surface of the

patient scalp [8]. If a cortical EEG t9] is obtained potential
fie1d can be presented inside the head. Such visuaiization
can be produced using an appropriate color map to represent
potentials. Particular conductivity models and inverse methods [10] are capable of producing continuous information of
potential fields inside the head and thorax, which can also be
visualized by combining the use of color maps, 3D reconstruction, and volume cuts.
Due to the increasing computing capabilities in recent
years the popularity of 3D visualization has increased in
the field of medicine. The number of voxels in a common
MR/CT study varies from 1.5 X 106 to 30 X 106 and, therefore, requires huge amounts ofmemory and processing performance. Also the resolution and color space of displaying
hardware increases the requirements and, therefore, com-

mercial 3D visualization packages usually operate

in

a
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visualization. The class defines several abstract data types
and objects for voxel-based data, 3p surfaces, volume cuts,
coordinates, colors, etc. (Fig. 1):
C_jd_Object is an abstract class for storing information
about the coordinate systems, viewing parameters, and illumination parameters. It forms the basis for the other more
specific classes and defines a common interface for inherited

I
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ciasses.

C-Xy$ilct_Clrt

Fig. I. The class hierrchy- of 3D_OBJECT \\brary.

workstation environment. In this study a parsed class library
for the 3D visualization was developed" In addition. a
simple graphical user interface for PCAVindows environment was implemented to control the displaf ing. The software is capable of producing all of the aforementioned
graphical presentalion modcs.

C_volume_mesh is an abstract class for storing and handling voxel based data. The data can include voxels ofhomogenous .r- and )-dimensions, and varying z-dimension. In
the structure a voxel is an 8-bit word capable ofrepresenting
256 different intensities. Usualiy the voxels in the CT and
MR images are presented using 16-bit words capable for
presenting 65536 intensities. In spite ofthat, 256 intensities
are sufficient enough for practical purpose 3D presentation
because only iow frequency details are lost when converting
from 16-bit to 8-bit. Further, when segmented images are
used in visualization instead of original MR/CT images
256 intensities are capable in representing 256 different
tissues.

CStolygonized_volume_mesh is a concrete ciass inher-

ited from C_3d_object and C_volume-mesh for creating a
surface of a voxel based object and for computing surface

2. Materials and methods

ln order to present raw and preprocessed medical lmages
in 3D a special computer software called Medimag was
developed. It was tested by usrng various test materlals
including several T1-weighted MR image sets of the head
(250 x 250 pixels. 100 slices. produced by a General
Electric 0.5 T MRI unit) and CT image sets of the skull
(512 x 512 pixels, 100 slices. produced by a General
Electric Pro Speed PLUS scanner). Also multimodal images
were created by combining simulated 3D electric flelds and
MR images. Simulations were computed using a previously
reported software developed at Ragnar Granit Institute for
epileptic studies [10].

2.). Object

clctss

C_image

The core of the visualization software is the jD_Object
medicai
applications. However, it can be used lbr any voxel based

class library developed panicularly for

Fig. 2. Different section styles: (a) C_x'-s[ice_cut;

normals. The criterion for generating the surface is based on
amplitude segmentation [11] defining the minimum and
maximum intensity of an object voxel. The class includes
the definition ofprojection planes, voxel dimensions, virtuai
camera localions, iilumination parameters, surface colors,
volume cuts, fi1tering, anti-aliasing, etc.
C_ca, is a class representing sections which can be implemented on a surface. Three different types of sections have
been inherited from this class: Slice cut (C_.4,slice_cut),Pie
cnt (CJie_cut), and Cube cut (C_cube_cut) (Fig. 2). It is
also possible to define what type of information is presented
on a sectioned surface: solid surface, original MR/CT data,
multimodal data using colors, or a combination of original
MR/CT data and multimodal data.

(.b1

Clie

is a class for defining, filtering, and storing

generated 3D images. The images are 24brt true color bitmaps in the raw format, which can easily be displayed.
C_image can also be used in combining images by applying

Z-buffering.

cur. and (c) C cube crl. The section pilameters can bc defined ilbitrarv
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S_color is a class fbr defining color maps that are used in
multimodal imaging. The most commonly used map is the
heated-cooled object spectrum.
C_coordinate is a light-weighted class to present voxel
dimensions.

The follou'ing simple pseudo-code clarifies how the
objects and abstract types can be applied:

C IMAGE

1.

inage(512.512)

//construcror for a bimap objecr

2. C- POLYGONIZED-VOLUME- //cotlstructor lor o 3D surface
MESH
//number of voxels itr x, :-. and
image data

z

/,4o\|est intensiO representinI an
object
upp er thres ho Ld co eJfi c ient,
//hi g he st intens ity re p re s e nli ng an
object
pointer to the 8-bit voxeL data
pointer to voxel data.
parameters for swface calculatiott, //SimpLe PoLlgon or Flood Filling
//x-. v-, and:-dimensions of a voxel
voxeL dimensions,
poitter ta) muLtimodal data,
//pointer to \-bit voxel data
pointer to slice thickness tector); //i.f tlrc ..-dimeilsion ofroxels vary
1. C-PIE CLT cutl(pardmeters): //deJine slafi ond end angles, etc.

(parameters

for

colomode
surfaces);

section

//Eenerate pie section

/,/MRI/CT data. muhimodal coLors,
etc-

,1-

image data.se t_zoom;

//ma gniJic at ion

E-

image data.set-canera;

//

e.g. locatio]1 and directiotl

9. image data.set-light:

//int en sit _t, direct i on, lig ht

10. image _ddta..frhe ring ;

//ant i-aliasin g.

1

l. ptddta.dra\|(

imdge

)

;

ov

e

rs amp

represent surface voxels. The criteria for determining voxels

a particular object was based on

threshold

coeflicients.

lower threshold coefficient,

6. image-data.set

basic conception of FFM involves a non-recursive 3D
flood fitling [11.12] in order to detect and mark all the
"empty" voxels outside the object. FFM does not require
additional memory for sudace generation because it
utilizes the same 3D matrix where the voxel data is
stored. The algorithm saves memory by using the voxel
values under nine for its own computation (limits the
original MR/CT voxel values to the range of 10-255).
Therealter, all the voxels adjacent to "empty" voxels
representing

direction

5. imdge-data.add(cuL I ):
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The next step is to compute surface normal vectors fbr
each surface voxel. That was implemented by applying the
"center of gravity" (CG) of a group of sudace voxels; A
voxel is surrounded by a small hollow sphere (radius :
1...5 voxels) and the CG is computed for this sphere. A
vector drawn from CG to the voxel represented the surface

normal. The accuracy of the normal vector calculation
depends on the size of the sphere and also on some
additional parameters. As a simple rule, large continuous
surfaces can be processed using a large sphere and small
complex surfaces using a small sphere. However. high tiequency noise on a continuous surface can be removed using
a large sphere.
Visualization of the surface voxels was implemented simpl1, by applying Phong shaded [13] polygons. Z-buffering
[1] was used in the process as a back-face removal algo-

rithm. It also enabled the integration of two dift'erent 3D
surfaces for presenting some segmented structures located
partially within each other [Fig. 3(d) and (e)1. The piecewise
definition of the surface color and transparenc-v [Fig. 3(d) and
(f)l enables the visualization of arbitrar-r" multimodal images.

ling, e tc.

//store the produced picture to

2.

3.

Softw

are

imp

I e

mentation

"inage"
Medimag software was developed to utilize the 3D-object

The 3D-object library was developed using standard

C+*

programming lan-euage and can, therefore, be
imported into any programmin-q environment supporting

c++.
).

2.

Tlt ree -d itncn

s

ional rccon.\Irucl iott

The 3D_object class enables two different implementations for detect a 3D surface. The simpler one. called simple
polygon method (SPM) applies the basic ray casting theorem [3]: a 3D matrix (e.g. MRI data) representing the modeled object is scanned from all six sides in order to find
surface voxels. The detected voxels are thereafter stored
in a data structure for t-urther processing. SPM operates
perfectly when the modeled object is a convex. However.
cavities and complex structures cannot be detected accurately and, therefore. another surface scanning technique
called flood filling method (FFM) was implemented. The

librarv.

It

involves the r,isualization of original MR/CT

images, produced 3D images. projection plane. definitions.
definitions of threshold coefficients. etc. Medimag is capable of processing raw and Rl-E.coded segmented medical
images. The appearance and operation of the software are
presented in Fig. 4.

Medimag uses a simple data format to open MR1CT
image sets. Any digital image format can be easily converted to this format consisting of a header and data. The
header contains image stack size (r-, )-. and a-dimensions),
physical dimensions. imaging techniques and projection
planes. Image data itself is stored as a 3D matnx using
8 bits per voxel.

3. Results
Medimag together with the 3D-object library was tested
using several source data and it's performance, time use,
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Fig 3 3DimaeesproducedusingMedimag.Axialprojectionsof (a)scalp: and(b)skullreconsrructedfromrau,CTimages(512x-siIx99voxels).Nasal
cavities and paranasal sinuscs (C) were segmented trom the same CT ser and presenred in 3D. A MR set ol the head was
sesmenred and visualizcd br- applying
transpilencY ard volumc cuts (D.E). (F) Computed conical EEG is prcsented as a multimodai image on the surface of the cofrex
obtained from MR images.

and memory consumption were estimated. A1l the tests were

performed on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro@ based pC,
equipped with a 24 bit color display and 64 MB of RAM.
The processing time requirements are expressed as asymptotic notations @(n).
Most of the processing was required by the constructor of
the "polygonized volume mesh " in order to reconstrucr a
3D surface. The time use was comparable to @(; X y X 3 {
pa X nv), where r, y, and z represent the dimensions of the
source data, po the number of surface voxels, and zu the
number voxels applied in the surface normal calculation for
each pa. Surface voxels and normals can be stored to a hard

disk and reused, thus decreasing the processing time. In
practice, for a 250 X 250 X 99 MRI set of the human
head the number of surface voxels was 230000 and the
total processing time was 20s. For a 512 x 512 X 100
CT data the processing time was about 2 min. When the
computed surface was read from the disk, the rendering
required 5 s of pre-processing. Other operations, for example, volume cuts and displaying a 3D image required only a
few seconds ofprocessing. Without filtering, the displaying
of an image (800 X 800 pixels) required only i s of processing. Storage of the source data consumed most of the mem-

ory and is proportional to @(x X y X z). The memory
requirements of the polygon surface are linearly proportional to the number of surface polygons and the number
of voxels in the sectioned surfaces. In general, at least
32 MB of RAM is recommended (for a 250 X 250 X 100

data set) and the use

of vinual memory should be

avoided.

The produced 3D images offer new perspectives to
medical image analysis (sample pictures are presented in
Fig. 3). The multimodal imaging enables powerful visualization of different tvpes of data. such as integrating potentials and MR images.

4. Discussion
The Medimag software was tested in a hospital environment where the MR and CT images were produced. ph1,sicians. surseons. radiologists, and especially neurolo,gists
were interested in using 3D presentations in their clinical
work. Various researchers have reported how surgeons have
applied 3D images in planning operations [7.14] and in
visualizing tumors and other anomalies [15-17]; It is easier
to render anatomical structures from 3D images than fronr
normal 2D slices. Funher, a 3D surface tosether with
sections is a powerful tool in studying patient anatomy.
Neuroradiologists and neurologists are particularll, interested in visualizins different brain lesions, such as multiple
sclerosis plaques. cerebral infarcts, etc. Transparent 3D

surfaces enable the clear presentation of the lesions
(e.g. lesions caused by cerebral hemorrhages. brain
tumors. and such dementias as Alzheimer's disease) inside
the head.
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.1. The N{edimag soiiware. Cenerated 3D imagcs are presenled on th. main window. },hich aiso enables rhe definition of prc.jection planes.
zoom factor.
sections. etc. If the source data consists of raw information the "MRI/CT Parameters" uindow appeus and requires threshold cocfficients, surfacc and
background colors. and some additional parameters for displaying. If the source data is preproccssed. i.e. segmented. the "display segmented dara" window
appcars and asks which tissues should be displayed. etc.

Fig.

Multimodal visualizations are very useful in neuological
studies; Simulated or measured signals can be presented on
a 3D surface using colors. If the signal consists of multiple
consecutive samples, it can be presented as a continuous
animation. Further, the signals can be visualized on sections
enabling clear presentation of electric fields inside the head.
Such techniques are also important in the presentation of
epileptic foci.
The implemented 3D library is comparable with other
softwarc-based visualization packages due to severai properties, such as that after preprocessing, the image can be
displayed rapidly. The best result thus far on a singie processor computer is three frames per second (Digital Alpha
600 MHz) even though the software is fully portable and
does not use any hardware specific optimizations. The
rendering algorithm is a combination of pure volume and
polygon surface rendering enabling simple hardware implementations. However, 3D graphics acceierators could
increase the displaying performance dramatically at a very

lorv price. Further. concurrent implementation of the rendering algorithm is trivial to develop and Iinearly scaleable.
Another important feature of the library is the abilitl, to
interactivell, make sections to the 3D surface. and new
section types can be developed.
We have compared the propenies and obtained results of

to three other software-based visualization
packages called Volvlsr. VolPact?. and VFleer3. Volvis
was developed at State University of New York and ofTers
four diff-erent visualization methods: Ray casting. ray tracing. radiosity. marching cubes. and splatting. These conventional visualization techniques are capable of producing
accurate 3D images. but operate slowly and require huge
Medimag

amount of memory.
Medimag applies only surface voxels instead of all voxels

\*p//"*rn-vsb.edu/-vislab/\,olvis-home.

html

- (http://tr w\. g.aphics.stantbrd.edu/sotiwue/volpack
' http://w*,w.psc.edu/general/soit*,are/packases/vfl
eet/package docs/
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in visualization procedure and, therefore,

operates faster.

This faster approach enables still most of the needed
features, such as volume cuts. Further, the preprocessing
of the surfaces allows for more realistic illumination when
compared to conventional methods. VolPack utilizes the
method of shear-warp and applies also all the object voxels
in visualization, hence its performance is linearly dependent
on the number of voxels. One drawback of VolPack is that
the dimensions of voxels must be regular. VFleet was developed at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center and applies
distributed ray casting. Its performance has been testeda in a
Cray T3D computer including 40 CPUS, demonstrating the
speed of 4 s per frame.
Even if Medimag operates relatively fast, 30 s for preprocessing is a relatively long time to wait. However, the
performance of computer increases rapidly and it is realistic
to suppose that the processing time will decrease dramaticaliy in the near future by applying multimedia instruction
sets (e.g. MMX@ and VIS@ technologies) and 3D graphics
acceierators. In the future, this visualization software can be
used in association with various clinical image analysis
methods as automatic or semiautomatic segmentation [5,6].

5. Summary
This study invoived the development of a 3D visualization software for medical images. The implemented software called Medimag includes two separate parts: the 3D
object library and the user interface. The jD_object library
was developed using C** language and can be utilized in
3D reconstruction and visualization of voxel based data.
The main purpose of the software was to display multimodal

3D images in which MR/CT images and measuredsimulated electric fields are combined. Further, the software
can be efficiently utilized in presenting medicai images in

3D. The implemented 3D library is comparable to other
software-based visualization packages due to several properties. It operates relatively fast, it is hardware independent,
it has an option to concurrent processing, and it enables
interactive sections to a 3D surface. With the help of the
user interfaces, the properties of the library can be intuitively utiiized; raw and segmented images can be displayed
and inte$ated, etc. Medimag was tested in a Pc^Vindows@
environment using several MR, CT and segmented medical
images. The results appear realistic and the software oper-

ates relatively fast. The testing was performed on a
200Ml1z Pentium based computer, equipped with 64 MB
of RAM. Average time required to reconstruct a 3D surface
from MR/CT images varied from 20 s to 2 min depending
on the size of the source data. Thereafter, different projections and volume cuts required only a few seconds of processing. The software was tested in a hospital environment

-

p/*,

hft
A*du/general/softwre/packages/vfl eeVpackage-docVdevelopment/vfl ee1t3d-timin gs.htlnl

and the results were interesting. For example. multimodal
images enable accurate and clear representation of electric
fields inside the head or thorax. Further. surgeons can apply
3D visualization in displaying patient anatomy and even in
planning surgical operations. The usefulness of Medimag
can be increased towards clinical applications by applying
an appropriate segmentation software.
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